Animals & artistic licence!

Broadside on a rhinoceros
1515, Albrecht Dürer (1471 -1528) German

Is this rhinoceros wearing armour? Dürer, who made this print had never seen a real rhino, instead he used a written description and sketch by someone else as his source material. The picture does though combine his passion for science with his gift for the awesome and fantastic. Across Europe, Dürer’s rhino was taken to be the real-deal well into the 18th century, when actual rhinos toured the continent and dispelled the illusion.
Like artists before and indeed after, Murillo faced a complex challenge in this picture, how to represent Jesus, the Son of God, in the form of a lamb? This couldn’t be a lamb in its natural state, leaping, romping, grass munching, this needed to be lamb that conveyed the qualities associated with ‘The Divine, with God’.

Murillo created an animal that looks like a lamb, but at the same time conveys ‘un-lamblike’ qualities, for example: loyalty, this lamb sits quiet and close to St John, at his feet; modesty and sweetness, this lamb gazes downwards with dark eyes and pert ears; and beauty and dignity, this lamb has a deep, luxurious fleece and sits with and elegantly placed legs.

When first looking at this picture our eyes are drawn to Mary, Joseph and the Christ Child, but where do they go after that? Perhaps our eyes travel to the other occupants of the slightly derelict stable, the cow (ox) and donkey (ass) as they look on, faces gentle and innocent, adding to the tender reverence of the scene.

Although we might imagine that both these animals would prefer to be in the fields, our artist has placed them here, painting them with the same sensitivity, rich palette and delicate brush strokes as the other figures – a nod perhaps towards ideas of equality and humility, at the heart of this story?

This scene from an epic poem centers around six virtues, six ideas that the artist needed to communicate in one image!

The ‘Queene’ takes care of three virtues ‘holiness, chastity and temperance’; how then might the lion and donkey represent the remaining three?

Stubbs, one of the most celebrated animal artists of his time, had a real challenge here, to depict with anatomical correctness, the mighty lion and humble donkey, and to imbue them with the virtues of ‘friendship, justice and courtesy’.

Some visual ideas which perhaps indicate these are; the normally fierce lion shown with a gentle adoring gaze in a respectful, humble stance (friendship and courtesy) and the donkey, a beast of burden shown towering above the Lion with glowing, white coat (Justice?).

Why is this whale sitting upright on the shoreline? It doesn’t look as though its in distress. Has it been beached, or could it simply have come to look at what’s happening on land?

The beaching of whales on this coastline would have caused much interest and may have helped with supplies in winter months; is that why the artist has painted it with a lack of sentimentality, or could it be that its just not a very good depiction of a whale?

Whilst we don’t know the answer to this, we do know that this whale hasn’t always been admired. For many years it was missing from the picture having been painted over, possibly because beached whales were viewed as unlucky. In 2014 a keen conservator, intrigued by the lack of focus in the picture revealed its secret when carefully scraping away layers of paint that had hidden the whale for many, many years.